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1.0 Introduction 

An advisory walkover was requested by the board of the Upper Aire 

Project to complement those already completed by the Wild Trout 

Trust under the Fishery Improvement Programme. The rationale was 

to assess land management that would adversely impact upon water 

quality, and instream and riparian habitat. Outputs from this report 

can be used to inform future directions of the UAP.    

Throughout the report, normal convention is applied with respect to 

bank identification, i.e. left bank (LB) or right bank (RB) whilst looking 

downstream. Upstream and downstream references are often 

abbreviated to u/s and d/s, respectively, for convenience. The 

Ordnance Survey National Grid Reference system is used for 

identifying locations.  

 

Glusburn Beck from source to Lothersdale Beck (GB104027062930) 

comprises the larger of the two waterbodies which combine to form 

Eastburn Beck. Overall classification for 2019 was given as Moderate, 

driven by failings for pH and Phosphate, with subsequent effects on 

Fish. While pH is natural, a function of the peat surrounding the 

headwaters of the southern arm on Cowloughton Clough, Stott Hill 

Moor & Ickornshaw Moor, pulses of lower pH water could be 

‘delivered’ into the system at an unnatural rate via poor land 

management (eg grips/drains). Other RNAGs point to Agriculture and 

rural land management, particularly poor nutrient management from 

both diffuse and point sources.  

 

Some of the major features identified in the walkover are highlighted 

on the Google Map, Glusburn_WTT 

 

 

  

https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?hl=en&mid=1DKzAzs9QPobiTC16es4eVd_PDJfAEtq_&ll=53.88815101586644%2C-2.06843611702741&z=17
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2.0 Habitat Assessment 

2.1 Summer House Beck. 

The Summer House Beck arm (southern) was accessed via Dean 

Brow Beck at the u/s limit and walked in its entirety. In general, the 

valley was steep-sided and there was much evidence of land slips, 

mostly within grazed fields. In the few areas where fencing excluded 

livestock, there was either mature woodland dominated by beech, 

sycamore or ash, or regenerating alder/willow wet woodland. 

Because of the steep sides and lack of incident light, grazing quality 

appeared poor and excluding stock while increasing riparian planting 

would provide multiple ecosystem gains relatively simply, cheaply 

and quickly. 

 
 

Fig 1. U/s limit of walkover on Dean Brow Beck at SD 97014 42023, ~350m from the 

confluence with Summer House Beck. One small tributary (Andrew Gutter) was piped through 

inappropriately positioned twin culverts, now perched by ~1m and creating a barrier to fish 

and issues for sediment.  

 

A feeding station for sheep at the exact same location and adjacent to very steep land had 

clearly been there for a considerable period. The land was completely poached and several 

tracks leading from the feed to the beck were conveying fine sediment to the beck – a clear 

breach of Farming Rules for Water.  

 

Lots of scrap metal fencing / barriers / screens had been used as watergates with varying 

degrees of success. Ongoing maintenance issues.  
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Fig 2. Still on Dean Brown Beck, immediately u/s (~25m) from confluence at SD 96982 

42112, there were several issues. An area of hard standing had been created on the LB and 

was being used for storage of feed bales. Any leachate would find its way immediately to the 

channel. Clear pollution point source/risk under Farming Rules for Water 

 

Between the tree and the bales in the image, there were concrete footings on both banks 

constraining the channel, presumably for a bridge. However, a ford had been created u/s was 

in regular use. Diffuse pollution source. 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Fig 3. Humic staining of the water from Dean Brow Beck points to the source of low pH from 

the peat dominated sub-catchment. 
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Fig 4. The confluence of Dean Brow Beck (LHS of image) and High End Lowe Spring (RHS) at 

SD 96966 42131. When observed, there appeared to be roughly equal contribution from these 

two tributaries to Summer House Beck. The confluence presented no issues for fish access.  

 

Although fenced on the LB of Summer House Beck, this was clearly just a boundary as it was 

not preventing stock from grazing and trampling, and hence degrading the bank. Multiple 

desire lines of sheep tracking and lack of self-set trees was evidence of long-term grazing / 

browsing pressure.    
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Fig 5. Land slips around SD 96992 42201 on the RB. Although the valley sides were steep and 

clearly waterlogged, there was a considerable degree of poaching and terracing indicating 

that livestock was the root cause of much of this slippage.  

 

Notable slips and erosion scars were found on the inside of bends which should be 

depositional areas.  

 

Substrate was smothered with fine sediment in slack areas and there were deposition bars 

topped with silts indicating substantial input.  
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Fig 6. More erosion scars covered in spoor on the RB just d/s from Fig 5 – continual 

disturbance of the slippage areas substantially increases the time to restabilise (if at all) via 

recolonisation by plants.  

 

Notable tracking by sheep along the LB which will contribute to soil ingress under heavy 

rainfall and spate flow. All the rougher herbage and understorey which should be contributing 

to natural flood management via hydraulic roughness had been stripped by grazing or 

trampled flat.  
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Fig 7. In a slightly wider section of wet woodland, there was limited accumulation of large 

woody material which was trapping finer debris and creating physical diversity via scour and 

deposition.  

 

Note the two trees in the lower image that had recently slipped into the channel had probably 

also been caused by sheep tracking around the root bole, weakening the integrity of the soils. 

 

Great opportunities for chop and drop of large woody material within this section. If livestock 

could be excluded, the gaps created by felling certain larger trees would allow understorey 

and natural regeneration to flourish.  

 

Assumed boundary fencing on the LB was flattened in various places and generally in very 

poor repair.  
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Fig 8. A weir at SD 97043 42473, seemingly recently constructed from gabion baskets; there 

were several panels and wires left on the LB. There was no further evidence as to the purpose 

and given the location, was unlikely to have been consented. 

 

Impounded reach was ~30m and headloss, 0.4m. 

 

Simple to remove, even by hand. 
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Fig 9. At SD 97033 42577, the LB was better protected and had clearly been so for a 

considerable period with a woodland dominated by mature beech. The RB was still exposed 

(note land slippage) but appeared to be fenced ~50m d/s. 

 

The understorey within the wood was naturally sparse but there were a few self-set trees at 

the edges and large woody material retained within the channel.  

 

The owner of this plot was obviously keen to promote nature – a hide and bird feeders were 

in use at the western edge. Potential to engage with some woodland management to diversify 

the canopy and use some arisings within the channel. 
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Fig 10. At the d/s end of the mature woodland (SD 96887 42821) were the remnants of a 

stone goit and mill weir. The original impoundment was completely filled with sediment.  

 

Apparently redundant and with no evidence of associated utilities, the weir (headloss ~1.8m) 

should be removed, as the habitat potential u/s was considerable. 

 

Note: trout have been recorded in the weir pool, probably the u/s limit of distribution. 

 

 

Fig 11. The dressed stone ramped culvert beneath Colne Rd at SD 96874 42888 exhibited 

faster flow and would hinder fish passage (requiring considerable energy expenditure over 

an extended distance). Whilst not ideal, it was of relatively low gradient, the curvature 

retained water depth, and the roughness of the bed created some turbulence.     

 

The d/s end did not appear to be perched but should be checked under low flow conditions. 

 
Candidate for simple baffles – perhaps kerb stones chem-fixed with threaded rod to provide 

flow refugia 
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Fig 12. At SD 96883 42915, immediately d/s of the Colne Rd bridge, a very large stand of 

laurel dominated the RB and completely preventing any understorey growth. The steep bare 

bank was another probable source of soil ingress. 

 

 

Fig 13. Presumably an old mill complex at the confluence of Summer House Beck and 

Ickornshaw Beck (SD 96812 42998). Ickornshaw Beck flowed beneath the buildings from 

right to left.  

 

Now used for light industrial units, hosepipes and buckets outside various premises 

suggested that materials were being washed direct to drains that probably discharged to the 

beck beneath.  

 

Potential point source of pollutants – should be investigated – see Fig 14. 
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Fig 14. Looking u/s from the road bridge at Gill Lane to the confluence of Summer House 

Beck (LHS) and Ickornshaw Beck entering from the RHS (SD 96863 42984). The culvert 

beneath the mill complex could not be assessed for fish passage but did not appear to be 

perched. 

 

However, with reference to the washing identified in Fig 13, there was quite a large patch of 

white foam at the confluence. Note, there was no obvious yellow foam associated with tannic 

waters below the weir in Fig 10.   

 

 

 
Fig 15. The d/s end of the dressed stone footings of the Gill Lane bridge at SD 96858 43017 

had broken up slightly but remained sufficiently roughened and cascade-like to retain fish 

passage. It should be monitored for further deterioration and re-assessed under low flow 

conditions to determine any perching.  
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Fig 16. For the ~500m from the Gill Lane bridge and north west of Cowling (SD 96938 43094), 

sheep had unfettered access to both steep banks. The degradation of the understory and 

sheer number of worn tracks indicated that they had been kept at a high density all winter.  

 

There was more evidence of land slips and tree loss associated with livestock management 

and no potential for any regeneration. 
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Fig 17 Several land slips had clearly introduced a considerable amount of material into the 

channel (SD 96973 43118) but had been dredged aside and large boulder revetment used to 

try and stabilise the bank toe.  

 

Not only had this activity effectively straightened the channel and hence increased gradient 

but the use of large boulders would simply transmit energy d/s rather than absorb and/or 

dissipate it, and ultimately exacerbate erosion issues elsewhere.  

 

No livestock exclusion had been introduced and so the unconsolidated bare earth had been 

continuously disturbed by sheep, reducing the potential for plant colonisation and ultimately 

the stabilisation of the earth. If livestock were excluded, this area would be expected to 

naturally stabilise over time.  
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Fig 18 SD 97103 43226: more evidence of inappropriate dredging and straightening of the 

channel, seemingly attempting to construct a ‘new’ LB of unconsolidated material. Again, no 

actual protection of the eroded bank or removal of the cause – livestock. 
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Fig 19 Where steeper wooded banks and bedrock or larger boulders limited the influence of 

sheep, and where the channel had not been dredged, there was some good physical diversity 

of habitat: scour pools around boulders and trapped woody material, deposition bars of 

cleaner, sorted substrate, and low cover from the few remining overhanging bushes. 

 

Given better protection from livestock u/s (and d/s) there is no reason why more of the 

channel would not look like this and support greater biodiversity. 
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Fig 20 At SD 97156 43311, there was evidence of historic dredging of the channel – artificial 

raising of the LB and piles of spoil that had eventually grassed over (upper panel). However, 

immediately d/s was further evidence of the follies of dredging. The straightened steeper 

channel had directed spate energy toward the LB and, combined with sheep grazing and 

tracking across the steep bank, had caused a large area of slippage and the loss of several 

trees. 

 

Unfortunately, the limbs of the trees had then been removed and while the stump and root 

ball remained in situ (most likely too difficult to remove), the benefits of retaining the tree 

intact (flow energy dissipation, natural flood management, habitat creation, overhead cover 

etc) were lost. 

 

Land owner engagement is clearly required throughout this reach to prevent further 

inappropriate channel ‘maintenance’. Excluding livestock would be a good start.    
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Fig 21 Further inappropriate land management in the vicinity (SD 97198 43359). A small 

parcel of land had been fenced off (right along the toe of the bank in places), and an access 

gate added so horses could be brought across the beck to graze.  

 

To compound issues, a manure midden (white ellipse) had been established on a very steep 

bank directly above an area prone to slippage. Leachate from the midden will be seeping to 

the beck, preventing any understorey growth and contributing to the bank instability. 
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Fig 22 At SD 97212 43401, there was a low head weir which might have been associated with 

piped services – warrants further investigation as such headloss (~0.5m) cause issues for 

free fish passage and sediment transport.  

 

 

Fig 23 Another example where a natural pinch in the valley reduced livestock pressures on 

the steeper more inaccessible banks and the riparian and instream habitat were better 

quality as a consequence. 
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Fig 24 At SD 97501 43774: further evidence of historic dredging and attempts to realign the 

channel with unconsolidated material – slowly failing. 
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Fig 25 At SD 97569 43851: d/s from Fig 24, excessive cattle grazing and poaching of both 

banks had resulted in considerable erosion, probably exacerbated by the straightening and 

dredging of the channel u/s (Fig 24). 
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2.2 Lane House / Gill Beck 

The western arm of Glusburn Beck was accessed from SD 95127 

43132 near to Lower Stone Head Farm, and therefore omitting the 

most u/s 1/3 in terms of total length. That part comprises several 

small tributaries running through very rough pasture, and water flow 

is ephemeral in some. A considerable area u/s and around Lower 

Stone Head has been protected and planted in recent years as part 

of the Upper Aire Land Management Project. This continues d/s in 

patches to Beckfoot Farm. There would appear plenty of need to 

replicate / extend this valuable work all the way to Gill and on down 

to the confluence to form Glusburn Beck.  

 
Fig 26 SD 95282 43362 – one of several livestock exclusion and planting schemes undertaken 

within the past 5 years, it was not sufficiently established to prevent the land around the 

mature tree slumping. However, the slump will stabilise readily without sheep grazing and 

trampling the exposed areas.  

 

The shaggier vegetation along the channel had been protecting the bank and improving 

resilience; there was less evidence of erosion scars. Greater benefits too in terms of hydraulic 

roughness, cover and shade. 
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Fig 27 Immediately d/s of Fig 26 at SD 95364 43416, the adjacent field with livestock access 

clearly demonstrated the difference in land management: bald banks, more obvious erosion 

scars, and virtually no cover.  

 

The field has two magnificent meanders with associated bend pools and deposition bars – 

reasonable quality physical diversity within the channel but sub-optimal riparian structure.  

 

 

Fig 28 More planting SD 95555 43579 on the northern side of the beck (viewed from Low 

House Lane). Close inspection of the steep southern side of the valley indicated more 

prominent erosion scars / slumps from sheep tracking across the slope. 

 

A saving grace was the presence of scattered mature trees providing shade on the southern 

bank, but without any self-set regeneration, eventual loss of those trees will leave the valley 

side even more susceptible to landslips.  
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Fig 29 Several small steep gills were planted and had formalised, stacked-log leaky dams 

installed. This one at SD 95858 43778 was clearly suffering from excessive erosion, being 

both exposed to sheep and culverted through an inappropriately sized pipe so that it was 

essentially crossed by a ford.  

 

A small stand of mature trees u/s from the ford (upper panel) could be used via chop’n’drop 

to slow the flow, and exclusion of livestock from the watercourse would provide further 

benefits. Clear span or appropriately proportioned half-pipe would prevent further ingress at 

the crossing point. 
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Fig 30 In places, the valley was extremely narrow and steep-sided. Even within the wooded 

sections, there was evidence of tracking and terracing from sheep, probably contributing to 

many of the land slips. One particularly large slump at SD 96111 43662 was ~30m across 

and ~60m from the top down to the beck (marked by the arrow). 

 

All of the steep wet woodland would benefit from removal of grazing and poaching pressure. 

Quality of grazing was questionable and would probably reduce further when the trees were 

in leaf.   
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Fig 31 The channel wound around the numerous slumps and deposited material. Coarse 

substrate created marked seams and bars (upper panel). Finer sediment was smothering the 

bed in slacker areas or accumulated as deposition bars in the lee of the few pieces of 

substantial woody material (see Fig 32). This physical diversity arises from the beck channel 

‘evolving’ via natural processes – and clearly demonstrates the futility of dredging that has 

been undertaken elsewhere.  

 

At SD 96249 43630 (lower panel), an ephemeral beck had been routed to run straight down 

the valley side at a field boundary. The entire bank was saturated, a quaking mass of fine silt 

that would undoubtedly find its way into the beck when stock was returned to the field or 

under spate flow.  
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Fig 32 Retention of larger woody material within the beck causing the formation of deposition 

bars, helping to pinch and diversify the physical nature of the channel. Note the excess fines 

on the pool bed and the bar in the lower image. 
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Fig 33 At SD 96386 43651, a ~3m weir completely fragmented the system. Infrastructure 

associated with the mill goit was notable ~120m u/s (white arrow; upper panel) and the 

impounded reach was evident for ~80m. The former mill pool was completely filled with 

trapped substrate. 

 

Both wing walls were collapsing; large dressed stone blocks littered the pool and for a short 

reach d/s. There appeared to be at least one major ‘crack’ or bowing of the stone in the 

vertical face of the weir directly below the large root bole lodged on the top. 

 

Catastrophic failure of such a high weir in a storm event could jeopardise property and bridge 

infrastructure d/s.  

 

There does not appear any designation associated with the weir. Ownership should be sought 

for removal as it would open up at least 5km of potential habitat for fish u/s and ~4.8km d/s. 

 

There is a property ~150m d/s but no buildings or bridges u/s for >1.5km – bed readjustment 

should not have any impact on man-made structures in either direction. 
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Fig 34 At SD 96467 43659 in the private property adjacent to the beck, there was a stand of 

Japanese knotweed. Unfortunately, it appeared to have been cut back which is not 

recommended as this pernicious INNS can propagate via cuttings.  

 

Should be targeted for appropriate removal. 

 

Fig 35 To the east of Gill, Gill Beck meanders relatively naturally in the valley. Both banks 

have been fenced for some considerable distance, but the majority was in a poor state of 

repair or positioned too close to the bank top (as here at SD 96798 43666). 

 

A mix of livestock (sheep, cattle, horses, llamas) was evident in the adjacent fields. Sheep 

tracking and terracing was evident throughout the wet woodland, causing more slippage and 

erosion.  

 

Scope here for big wins via woodland creation to put straight fences down each side to create 

a viable buffer and functional riparian zone. 
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Fig 36 More evidence of land slips and erosion, with signs of sheep tracking through the 

woodland on both banks: at SD 96905 43671 
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Fig 37 At SD 97015 43670, a small tributary joined Gill Beck. A combination of pathway 

footfall and sheep trampling had reduced the area to a quagmire. Note the tracking and 

terracing in upper panel; serious erosion and guttering to the trib in mid panel; and ford in 

the lower panel – all sources of fine sediment ingress. 
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Fig 38 At SD 97150 43724, a large erosion scar on the outside of a meander bend. This looks 

to have been exacerbated by the fenceline placed too close to the bank top and sheep tracking 

along the boundary, weakening the soil. The inappropriately sited fence is still dangling 

across the stream and has been for at least 2y. 
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Fig 39 More fine sediment hotspots on desire lines where seeps cross the footpath to the 

beck (combo of walkers / dogs / livestock) and the approach to the bridge at SD 97255 

43764. Again, the fence has been sited too close to the beck, allowing stock to degrade the 

steep bank above and track along the fenceline in either direction. 

 

Obviously, the issue has been made worse at this particular location by walkers / dogs. Would 

benefit from the fence being placed at the top of the slope and some formalisation of the 

approach to the bridge on both banks via hard-standing and/or steps. 
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Fig 40 A superb lump of woody material retained within the channel and contributing to 

natural flood management while diversifying the channel habitat immediately around it. Note 

the fenceline running tight to the meanders, not allowing for any dynamism of the channel, 

and hence, failing. 
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Fig 41 At SD 97432 43830, Oak Wood appears to have been protected from livestock for a 

considerable period although the wall was in poor repair and probably breached recently.  

 

One steeper bank had suffered from slippage of trees, but these had been left intact and in 

situ, allowing some fabulous channel diversity to develop via scour & deposition. 
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2.3  Glusburn Beck 

 

Fig 42 The confluence of Gill Beck (RHS) and Ickornshaw Beck to form Glusburn Beck at SD 

97574 43921 at the top end of Bannister Wood. The confluence did not present any issues 

for fish passage/access and appeared well protected from livestock with plenty of evidence 

of self-set regeneration. Ickornshaw Beck was still notably more humic stained (Fig 3) than 

Gill Beck, which appeared clear in comparison. Glusburn Beck colour varies considerably, 

reflecting the relative contribution from these two sources.    

 

Fig 43 The LB is a popular footpath and where it strays too close to the bank top, especially 

under the shade of mature beeches (as at SD 97656 44016), was probably contributing fine 

sediment ingress to the beck. 
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Fig 44 At SD 97687 44105, several mature trees on the RB had been uprooted in recent winter 

storms and fallen (not slipped) across the river. Unfortunately, the majority of limbs had 

been cut away, and while some jutting stumps remained, the wider ecosystem benefits had 

been mostly removed as a consequence.  
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Fig 45 At SD 97847 44281, there was evidence of an historic pond or semi-formal wetted 

area (assumed because of the embankment and overflow channel). This could be 

enhanced/deepened to increase storage capacity and biodiversity as ponds are relatively 

rare in the area.  

 

The wetted ‘outflow’ channel was routed to the beck but crossed the footpath and hence the 

area had been churned up. A culvert pipe here would be appropriate to prevent further soil 

loss to the beck. 
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Fig 46 The channel towards the lower end of Bannister Wood (at SD 98081 44331) appears 

much larger despite virtually no additional substantial contributions from tributaries. There 

was some evidence of walling, especially on the RB and hence it is likely that it has been 

realigned and straightened as part of the old estate to the west. Hence, the channel is over-

capacity and dominated by continuous shallow riffle. 

 

Retention of some large woody material would reinstate physical diversity. 
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Fig 47 A small tributary running past Lower Lane Ends Farm and entering from the RB at SD 

98081 44331 was clearly suffering chronic organic pollution. This has been reported on 

numerous occasions.  

 

Fig 48 From Lane Ends Lane (Fig 47) to Lumb Mill Bridge (end point of walkover; SD 98802 

44457), two historic weirs have been destroyed by spates and the beck has returned to a 

much more natural channel form.  

 

The bridge footings at Lumb Mill have been made more passable for fish with a combination 

of baulk and off-set baffles.  
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3.0 Recommendations 

 

Both arms of the Glusburn Beck catchment are dominated by steep 

sided valleys which have been managed as rough and, in some cases, 

improved pasture. Saturation of the thin soils and poor floral diversity 

from continual grazing, coupled with trampling/poaching issues, has 

led to long sections of beck suffering from land slips and slumps. 

1. The greatest win for the system would be sensible and 

appropriate siting of fences slightly set back from the top of 

these steep slopes instead of meandering up and down or 

placed at the bottom or somewhere halfway up! The slopes 

could then stabilise with a diverse flora, and a functional 

riparian zone would provide all the associated ecosystem 

benefits. Future maintenance of the fenceline would be easier 

and cheaper, and hence more likely to occur. 

 

Lots of planting and fencing towards the top end of the western 

arm (Lane House Beck and u/s) by UAP / YFW & partners has 

and will continue to pay dividends. There would appear to be 

opportunities to extend and simply replicate this for >5km: 

• SD 95845 43658 to SD 96467 43659 and SD 96744 43657 

to SD 97312 43815 – essentially all the way along Gill Beck 

to the confluence with Ickornshaw Beck.  

• SD 96966 42131 to SD 96971 42734 on Summer House 

Beck, however, there is probably further potential u/s 

beyond the scope of this walkover on Cowloughton Clough 

and Dean Hole Clough / Dean Brow Beck to slow the flows 

coming from Ickornshaw and Stott Hill moors. 

  

As the Eastburn Beck system is a major contributor to flow in the 

Aire, tackling NFM in these headwaters would impart considerable 

benefits for the system d/s. 

 

2. Appropriate exclusion of livestock and natural regeneration or 

augmented planting of the riparian zone would greatly reduce 

diffuse agricultural pollution and hence address one major 

RNAG. There were several hotspots identified within the report, 

but with unfettered access throughout the majority of the 

catchment, it really is a case of ‘death by a thousand cuts’ of 

the banks. 
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3. Point source pollution was noted only at an inappropriately sited 

sheep feeding station, a horse manure midden and at Lower 

Lane Ends Farm tributary. There might also be problem spots 

around the villages of Ickornshaw and Middleton, especially at 

the mill and any road run-off points. The three former should 

be addressed. 

 

 

4. Several barriers to fish passage were identified, most of which 

appeared redundant and hence should be scoped for removal 

as the extent of potential habitat u/s was considerable. Given 

their locations, it is unlikely that there are associated services 

(but will need checking) and removal could be relatively 

straightforward given the lack of surrounding infrastructure.  
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